web design:

www.ackerdesign.com

web hosting & domains
www.ackerwebservices.com

22628 Parrotts Ferry Rd. #2170
bobby acker
bobby@ackerdesign.com
Columbia, CA. 95310

209-768-8029

Hello Fiber Dimensions members, my name is Bobby Acker. I am your web designer.
I make your calendar and text updates monthly. You can send them any time of the month, please only send
once a month per member. It will take aprox. 1 week to see the updates from the time you send them. This
service is included with your f/D membership.
The instructions for submitting images and text for the F/D website are as follows:
You can send me digital images or photographs to scan. They all should be clear, well lit and with
minimal backgrounds. (Note: There is an extra fee for scanning images, see below.)
NOTE: I do not have a slide scanner and can not accept slides.
1. Digital images should be a maximum 900 pixels wide for horizontal images and at least 600 pixels high for
vertical images. If they are bigger I can crop them and clean them up for you.
3. Any text should be sent by email. Im not a typist, so I just cut and paste what you have written, it is much
more accurate that way.
4. Any pictures that I am required to scan (If you can not email them) will cost an additional $15.00 per image.
Please send a self addressed stamped envelope with your images, if you want them back.
EXISTING MEMBERS:
For existing member pages, each emailed image costs $15. 00.
So if you send me 3 images, w/ captions it is $45.00 for the whole order. (Note: $45.00 minimum, less than 3 is
still $45.00). 6 Images w/ captions is $90.00, Etc.
NEW MEMBERS OR EXISTING MEMBERS JUST ADDING WEB PRESENCE:
You have 2 options...
1. Add your own mini website, with bio, past show listings and full image gallery. = $200.00
(This includes a gallery with up to 12 images. Additional images are $15.00 each.)
2. Add a landing page with a bio and 6 images, from your name on the front page, that links to your existing non
fiberDim website. (We also expect a link on your website back to www.fiberdimensions.com) = $100.00
I can also offer great deals on hosting and design for your own personal website ie: www.yourname.com
Hosting is only $7.99 per month.
AND If you currently have a website and you are paying more than $7.99 a month to host it, YOU ARE
PAYING TOO MUCH. Contact me and I will help you get a cheaper hosting account.
Thanks Bobby Acker
bobby@ackerdesign.com
www.ackerdesign.com

